
HEXAGON PROJECT

This project created a pure geometric 
form - a hexagon - to enclose and shade 
the body and investigated the 
relationship between a static form and 
the suggestion of movement. The 
rotation of a series of wood hexagons 
created an interior with a smooth surface. 
The  corrugated plastic adds additional 
shading and surface area for the 
reclining body and creates an 
asymmetrical counterpoint to the overall 
structure. 

Ryan and  Nicolas

FAN PROJECT

This project finds its structural inspiration 
in the posts of a Teepee; leaning and 
spiraling, three columns support the main 
beam. The fans, modified from traditional 
fan shapes, create an ambient shade 
from which the piece may be viewed for 
its own sculptural integrity. This piece, 
designed for a universal site, both casts 
shade and stands independently as
a sculpture. 

Jennifer and Jose

JAPANESE LANTERN

The objective of our design was to create 
a versatile outdoor structure capable of 
providing adjustable shade based on the 
sun's location at certain times of day. The 
sun brings people outdoors, and when 
outdoors, people stay in the sun as long 
as possible, enjoying a game of 
Volleyball, Frisbee, or Croquet until the 
heat sends them in search of a shady 
reprieve. In that shade is a pause in the 
activity of the day and a space for 
conversation and relaxation. 

Jeff and Henry

COMPUTER BOOTH

This project was conceptualized as 
a shaded place to use a computer 
out of doors and inspired by  a 
darkened video booth in a video 
arcade. The user sits on the seat at 
ground level and leans on the 
comfortable sloping backrest. The 
curving roof and back surround the 
user and the corrugated plastic 
offers the required shade.

Anthony and Vince

SPIRAL SHADE WALL

This pair of walls was inspired by the 
golden rectangles of IIT’s Crown Hall. Our 
walls are designed to be a portable 
shading device; placed outside work 
spaces, in the park or in backyards, they 
provide shaded comfort.. Since both walls 
are foldable they can be arranged in 
infinite ways providing shade to meet your 
special needs. The golden spirals in the 
walls provide a daily reminder of how 
special the golden mean is in architecture!  

Carrie, Diane and Sherry

OVERLAPPING SPIRALS

Spiral forms, both manmade and natural, 
inspired the form of this project. We began 
with an abstract model - a segment of a 
continuous spiral - and adapted it to 
enclose and shade a reclining person. 
The spiral seems to emerge from the 
ground and its form suggests no finite 
beginning or end. Patterns of shadows will 
change throughout the day as the sun 
moves across the cedar slats to the 
corrugated plastic plane which spirals in the 
opposite direction. 

Mark and Agustin


